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Abstract
In this article I wish to put the case for a change of emphasis in the approach to finding a
prevention/treatment for Alzheimer’s disease from a focus on beta amyloid to one on tau. In
particular, I make the case for aiming to prevent the spread of abnormal tau from the medial
temporal lobe to widespread areas of association cortex that are anatomically linked to this
critical region. I pose an analogy with cardiovascular disease in which the initiating pathology,
lipid streaks, are left untreated until they are so extensive as to provoke secondary
pathology, the treatment of which, in many cases, controls the effects of disease. In
Alzheimer’s disease beta amyloid, if it is the initiating pathology, represents the equivalent
of lipid streaks in this analogy and tau the secondary pathology that needs to be curtailed to
control the disease.
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1. Introduction
I want to reinforce the case here for a switch of focus from beta amyloid to tau when
considering the immense problem of how to limit the prevalence of dementia due to Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) in the world’s ageing human populations.
I can understand the logic of targeting beta amyloid, which has been the main approach (largely
unsuccessful, see *1+) so far to trying to control AD. Beta amyloid is the principal component of AD
plaques and it is the molecule that has been focussed upon as the initial molecule that needs to be
eradicated in a complex pathological cascade that results in most cases of dementia. This may be
the logical implication of genetically determined AD caused by point mutations that increase the
production of beta amyloid or alter the balance of the longer beta amyloid 1-42 over the shorter 140 version of the peptide *2+. But such cases only account for less than 5% of cases of AD, or cases
of AD developing in Down Syndrome. There is less evidence that over-production of beta amyloid
accounts for the far more numerous cases of sporadic, late-onset AD (LOAD). These may relate
more to poor elimination of beta amyloid plaques or their predecessor molecules *3+.
However, be that as it may, my main argument for switching attention from amyloid to tau to
prevent or treat early AD is different. It is based on the very strong evidence that the severity of
cognitive decline in AD is related to how widespread neurofibrillary tangle(NFT) formation is in the
brain. In contrast, the amount of amyloid in the brain is barely related to the severity of dementia
in AD. This has been known at least since the early 1980s when Gordon Wilcock and I published a
paper on the subject *4+ (indeed since the work of Tomlinson et al, *5+), yet it seems to have been
relatively ignored by those attempting to develop a treatment for AD. Numerous more recent
studies have confirmed this observation *6-12+.
2. Cardiovascular Disease Analogy
A telling analogy can perhaps be drawn by considering the manner in which cardiovascular
disease (CVD) has been substantially reduced in developed countries in recent years. CVD due to
atheroma deposits in major arteries is, like AD, a form of pathology that develops slowly, over
decades. It commences with the formation of lipid streaks beneath the endothelial layer of the
affected arteries in adolescence or the third decade of life *13, 14+. It only causes major problems
when it becomes so abundant as to limit the flow of blood through the narrowed lumen of vessels
or when secondary developments such as thrombosis arise. In both CVD and AD inflammatory
processes have important roles to play. I suggest that in some ways the asymptomatic lipid streak
phase of CVD is comparable to the asymptomatic early phase of AD in which beta amyloid plaques
can be detected on imaging, but NFT are absent or scarce and confined to the transentorhinal
region where they first appear in the forebrain. With CVD great improvements in outcome have
come not from limiting the formation of lipid streaks (although we are all encouraged to eat a diet
that does not encourage their formation) but by reducing the risk of such streaks becoming large
and provoking secondary effects. When considering AD, instead of focusing on eliminating beta
amyloid plaques, positive translational outcomes could, in my opinion, come from discovering how
to confine NFT formation to the transentorhinal region, where it (or the processes with which it is
associated) may make it difficult to remember names, but doesn’t cause the calamity that is fully
developed AD.
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3. Restricting NFT Spread
We need to understand what factors, in undemented elderly people, limit the spread of NFT
along neuroanatomical pathways that connect this part of the brain to more widespread regions of
cerebral cortex. It may be no coincidence that the medial temporal lobe which contains the
transentorhinal cortex and the hippocampus are regions that display and retain plasticity
throughout life *15+. This plasticity is thought to be needed to enable new memories to be formed
and it is the failure of this function early in AD that leads to impaired memory for recent events. As
NFT formation spreads outside this region, as AD pathology progresses and cognition becomes
progressively impaired, it generally does so in a stereotyped fashion reflecting the closeness of
neurons, in terms of neuroanatomical connections, to this region *16-18+. In recent years this
spread has been found to resemble in some respects the spread of abnormal prion protein to and
within the brain in the spongiform encephalopathies *19, 20+. Therefore, we may learn as much as
or more that is of value in containing AD from studies of the spread of prion protein and the
similarities that aggregated tau ‘spreading’ shows to this, rather than from studies of beta amyloid
in isolation.
Transcellular spread of tau protein has been the subject of several recent experimental studies
but it remains unknown how this process takes place in the human brain. Experimental studies
have shown elaboration of tau filaments after injection into wild type mice of tau derived from the
P301S tau transgenic murine model of AD or from human AD brain extracts *21-23+. One study
reported that it was a soluble, phosphorylated, high molecular weight form of tau that can be
taken up, axonally transported and transferred to synaptically connected neurons in vitro *24+. In
vitro studies and animal models of AD have demonstrated that a number of factors can influence
tau phosphorylation, usually a prerequisite for formation of tau fibrils *25, 26+. These include
cellular prion protein and beta amyloid *27, 28+, ischemia *29+, ApoE4 *30+, microglia and, in
particular, molecules expressed by microglia, including CCR5 *31+ and TNF alpha *32, 33+,
neurotrophin receptor p75 *34+, other post translational modifications to tau apart from
phosphorylation *35+ and an insulin resistance environment *36+.
Apart from increasing understanding of the triggering factors that initiate the formation of
aggregated tau, the pathological form that spreads through the brain, we need to increase
understanding of the manner in which seeds of aggregated, phosphorylated tau can be propagated
from one cell to another *37+. Because of the precision with which the spread of tau in AD
corresponds to neuroanatomical connectivity it is widely supposed that abnormal tau spreads
across synapses to post-synaptic cells in which it acts as a template for the creation of further
aggregated tau (Figure 1) *16-18+. However, there may be other cellular players in this propagation
process. Microglial cells have, in particular, come under scrutiny in this context *38-41+. If they
have a role to play it may explain why many of the genetic risk factors for late onset AD are related
to molecules expressed by cells involved with the immune system.
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Figure 1 Diagrammatic representation of postulated spread of abnormally folded
phospho-tau in Alzheimer’s disease.
There are some who consider that the recently developed view of prion-like spreading of tau in
AD is not so different from the older hypothesis that tau pathology spreads by ‘seeded
polymerisation’ *42+. This view is allied with the idea that the pattern of spread of AD pathology is
related to selective vulnerability of certain groups of neurons. These two hypotheses – of tau
spreading and neuronal selective vulnerability - are not mutually exclusive and both may have
value. Certainly the initial triggering of tau misfolding in entorhinal cortex would seem to
demonstrate a selective vulnerability of the distinctive pre-alpha cells of layer one of this region of
cortex. Tau seeded polymerisation or prion-like spread applies much more convincingly to the
subsequent spread of tau pathology.
There is a difference between demonstrating build-up of aggregated proteins in axonally linked
neurons and showing that this causes damage to the affected neurons. In human AD the fact that
those brain nuclei in which NFT are found also suffer neuronal loss in the disease implicates
processes related to NFT formation, if not the NFT themselves, in cell cytotoxicity *43+. But the
molecular mechanisms of such cytotoxicity are not at present understood. One factor likely to be
involved is failure of assembly of microtubules which hyperphosphorylation of tau causes *4446+.Such mechanisms will need to be further delineated to give the best chance of using tau as a
target to prevent or treat AD. On the other hand, if the underlying processes that enable many old
people to restrict NFT formation to the entorhinal cortex and interconnected hippocampal neurons
could be uncovered that may provide the opportunity to control this disease.
4. Therapies Now Targeting Tau
It is encouraging to see that potential therapies targeting tau are now beginning to make their
appearance *47+, though only one has so far reached a Phase 3 trial *48+. Anti-tau antibodies are
prominent among these approaches. Some are aimed at preventing tau phosphorylation or
lowering the expression of tau. Some antibodies have been shown to reduce the propagation of
aggregated tau between nerve cells in vitro, those antibodies directed at N-terminal and middomain moieties of tau being more effective than one directed against the C-terminal portion of
the molecule *49+. Some in vivo studies in mouse models of AD have shown reduced pathology
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and improved cognition with anti-tau immunotherapy *50, 51+. These promising results have been
reported despite some initial scepticism about whether antibodies could effectively target
intracellular molecules like those in NFT. Success may be down to aggregated tau passing into the
extracellular space in vivo, en route to another cell. There is also evidence that antibodies to tau
can gain entry to neuronal cytoplasm *52+. New developments may allow better targeting of
intracellular tau by a modified form of immunotherapy using intrabodies *53+.
5. Epidemiological Evidence of a Recent Reduction in Prevalence of Dementia
Some grounds for optimism when considering the problem of AD come from the recent
evidence in developed countries of a reduction in the prevalence of dementia in the last few years
*54+. Although the cause of this welcome finding is not entirely clear it is likely to be related to the
manner in which some risk factors for the development of dementia have been mitigated to some
extent in the last 20 years or so. This has partly come about because these risk factors are shared
with CVD and have been tackled to bring down the high prevalence of CVD. Thus, better detection
and control of blood pressure and elevated cholesterol levels in blood have been achieved, and
encouragement of more exercise and sleep promoted. This has had a knock-on effect of reducing
dementia risk. Much more needs to be done along these lines but measures that can be taken in
middle life to reduce the risk of late onset AD are now better recognised. However, exactly how
these CVD risk factors promote AD remains little understood and merits further research.
6. Concluding Remarks
Finally, I am not advocating the abandonment of research on amyloid beta but for a change in
the balance of emphasis to make spread of tau pathology a focus of more importance than
hitherto. Beta amyloid is one of the factors that affects the spread of tau pathology in
experimental models *27+ and this aspect of its influence should repay further investigation so it
needs to continue to be studied. In humans amyloid beta is required for aggregated tau to extend
into the neocortex *7, 55, 56+. Furthermore, amyloid plaques in an experimental mouse model of
AD were reduced in the subiculum by an immunisation regime directed at the tau amino terminal
region *57+. Thus, the two major forms of microscopic pathology in AD are intimately connected. In
my opinion, it is plausible that amyloid plaques are generated at the axonal terminations of
neurons bearing NFT. This scenario is suggested by the frequent finding of a row of plaques in the
dendritic field of hippocampal dentate granule cells, the destination of axonal terminations of
neurons vulnerable to NFT formation in the entorhinal cortex. However, a recent case report of a
member of a Columbian family affected by dominantly inherited AD who managed to delay onset
of disease for 3 decades after its expected onset, despite a heavy load of beta amyloid, shows that
control of tau dispersion can be achieved *58+. In the absence of amyloid beta a condition called
primary age-related tauopathy (PART) can arise in the elderly in which NFT are present but
confined to the medial temporal lobe cortex in the absence of dementia *59+. Ultimately
elimination of plaques at an early stage of their formation may well be valuable, just as avoidance
of the formation of lipid streaks may benefit prevention of CVD, but I believe more leverage would
be gained at the present time by aiming to prevent the spread of tau pathology in AD.
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